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Abstract
The paper attempted to forward the definitions of the term "Teacher"
among others, as defined by Stenhouse (1975) and Hoyle (1972a)
respectively. The paper further stressed the danger 'planlessness'
constitutes in any setting. It therefore highlighted the urgent need by
all teachers to plan, structure and order the learning experiences of
students in the schools' curricula, that would take cognizance of the
objectives, learning scope, continuity, sequence and the integration
of the tasks. They should be effective and efficient managers of their
wards. The paper concluded by imploring teachers to employ a
variety of viewpoints in their teaching styles and strategies, in order to
make learning more attractive and conducive to the learners.

Introduction
"I was, but no more, thank God _____
a school teacher
I dreamed last night I was
teaching again _______ that's the only bad
dream that ever
afflicts my study experience" (The
Macmillan Treasury of relevant quotations, 1980, P. 552, in Brown et al, 1981).
One of the common beliefs of many people is that teaching is the sole job of the teacher. Even teachers
themselves seem to so believe. However, while there is no doubt the importance of teaching as the job of the teacher, it
is also true that the teacher's responsibility extends beyond the immediate task of designing and guiding the learning of a
group of children in the classroom.
Who Really is a Teacher?
Stenhouse (1975) defined the term 'Teacher' as "A man of learning skilled in teaching". He is qualified by virtue of
his education and training. He does not teach what he alone knows, Jetting his pupils in on secrets. On the contrary, his task is
to help his pupils gain entry into a common wealth of knowledge and skills to hand on to them something which others
already possess.
In another related development Hoyle (1972a) sees the 'teacher' as a 'professional', having certain characteristic
amongst others:- A high level of classroom competence child-centredness (or sometimes subject centredness): A high
degree of skill in understanding and handling children. Derives high satisfaction from personal relationships with pupils;
Evaluates performance in terms of his own perceptions of changes in pupil behaviour and achievement; Attends short
courses of a practical nature. Views work in a context of school, community and society. Participates in a wider context of
school, community and society; panels, teachers, centres, conferences; Has a commitment to some form of curriculum theory
and mode of evaluation.
Hoyle went further to state that a teacher is important in three aspects, namely:
a) He can be independently innovative at the classroom level;
b) He can act as a champion of innovation among his colleagues;
c) Ultimately, it is the teacher who has to conceptualize on innovation at the classroom level.
(Hoyle, 1972c:24).
Personal Qualities
Researchers generally believe that students are the best judges of personal characteristics of teachers. Studies
indicate that in the opinion of students, the most highly ranked personal characteristics are: Sympathy and kindness,
helpfulness, patience, a pleasurable personal appearance and manner, emotional stability and self control.
Lower ranked but still considered important were such characteristics as fairness, impartiality, a sense of
humour, honesty, enthusiasm, creativeness and resourcefulness. Possibly one of the main failings of some Nigerian
teachers is a certain lack of dedication to teaching which often results in lesions not being properly prepared and
planned, and being absent from their classes.
A dedicated and hardworking teacher will find his job quite rewarding and can derive satisfaction from seeing his
former students succeed in life. Students never forget the teachers who really helped them in school and years after
they will talk about them with perfection and gratitude; even imitating their mannerisms.

Professional Characteristics
No matter how kind, amicable and well meaning a teacher is, he cannot possibly succeed unless he has a
good general knowledge. On the other hand a very knowledgeable person completely lacking in sensitivity or human
emotions is not likely to be successful either, especially if he behaves like a foot sergeant on the parade ground
(Cooper, et al, 1981).
A professional teacher should have the following qualities:a) A mastery of the subject taught.
b) An understanding of the basic principles of children's growth and development.
c) A good general knowledge.
d) A knowledge of methods and techniques.
e) A positive attitude to work.
f) A willingness to adapt his/her teaching to local needs taking into account the materials
available.
g) Courage to struggle for better standards and conditions in the school.
Qualities of a Good Teacher
There is no one type of good teacher, but many and there is no teacher, however good, who has all the
qualities he would like. Such a teacher does not exist. However, it is useful to classify the good qualities involved in
teaching according to the functions discussed,
1) In the first group the qualities enable the teacher to give something out. Jn one or two subjects
or skills he should be something of an expert and certainly an enthusiast He should be fairly
versatile in other subjects, as well as constantly learning and looking for new light on old
subjects. He is well informed about what is going on around, keeps up to date and is eager to
make contacts with others. He seems always interested and curious to know as well as find
out facts for himself. But then he loves passing on knowledge or skills to others and does this
easily and without boring or confusing them. When he explains a thing, it somehow seems
simple and so others quickly catch his confident approach. He is a good talker but knows
when to stop and finds other ways of expressing himself to give variety.
2) In the second group comes the qualities that enable the teacher to control others. He is himself
a methodical and tidy person. All his work is well prepared and thorough and is industrious in
fulfilling his obligations. In terms of dedication to duty, the teacher demands that, those under
his charge should do their best and will not tolerate slackness though he is very reasonable
and takes due account of individual difficulties. He does not rely on fear to get what he wants
but on a sense of discipline. His own high standard of duty makes it easier for him to control
the slack tendencies of his pupils without threat or punishment.
3) The ability to withdraw from direct control without abandoning children to their own devices
requires maturity of character in the teacher. This gives him respect for the personality of
others and faith in his children despite the disappointment received from time to time. He
believes in his own work to which he is dedicated but does not blame others because the
situation is not satisfactory. He tries to make it more educative relying on the inner powers of
the children to develop in their own way. If there is any student who thinks he has all, the
qualities listed above, he is deceiving himself.
Besides the professional roles discussed, (he teacher is also expected to play other multivariate
responsibilities in the society. By his professional and quality training, he is expected to serve as a guidance
counsellor, channelling as well as helping to pilot the affairs of the young ones in the society to the desired level. The
society therefore, looks up on to him to provide quality education for the teeming masses of the population.
In addition to the numerous qualities and characteristics earlier mentioned, that they need to be determined,
effective and efficient in the service to humanity.
According to Alagboye and Fadipe (1998) "effectiveness", refers to the successful achievement of the various
goals and objectives of education. To policy makers, the expectation is that such goals should be achieved at
minimal cost. Efficiency on the other hand is seen as a situation in which the educational administrator is able to
satisfy the needs of the human elements within the system (the learners, staff, the community and other agencies that
are involved in the business of education) and achieve maximum output with little effort (Alagboye and Fadipe,
1998:84). A teacher's greatest problem in the classroom does not rest on the brilliant students or the averagely
brilliant ones, alone, but squarely rests on the 'backward' students. The pluralistic approaches and strategies he
would employ to cater for all diverse interests depend solely on his effectiveness and efficiency (Merrit, 1974).
Some students may need in addition to the teacher's teaching, a more humane touch, extramural lessons,

guidance and counselling sessions, and so on. The teacher as a facilitator of knowledge would prove himself not only
effective but also efficient if he takes all these issues at stake into cognizance in his teaching-learning styles, with a
view to extracting and skimming the cream from the milk.
When students are motivated and guided into the art of trying to tackle and solve problems on their own, they
grow up into full fledged problem solvers. This in essence would broaden their knowledge base, thereby making
learning a household word in every home. To this end the quest for education and what it entails would be greatly
enhanced among the people.
In his discourse on 'Democracy and Education, as a process of transmission of freedom through a society,
Dewey (1916) stated that this transmission occurs by means of commutation of habits of doing, thinking and feeling
from the older to the younger. Without this communication of ideals, hopes, expectations, standards, opinions from
members of the group life, to those who are coming into it, social life could not survive (Dewey, 1916:3).
To Dewey, the continuity of any experience through renewing of the social group is a lateral fact, since it is
the means of this social continuity of life. Every one of the constituent elements of social group, in a modern city
as in a savage tribe, is born immature, helpless without language, beliefs, ideas or social standard. Dewey believes
that it is the very nature of life to strive to continue in being and that since this continuance can only be secured by
constant rehearsal, life itself is a self renewing process (Dewey, 1916:9).
In order to ensure meaningful success in the teaching-learning processes, there is a need to plan, organize
and structure the body of knowledge, called 'curriculum' into its functional parts.
It is therefore the responsibility of such trained and knowledgeable elders in the society to plan, organize,
design and put into functional operations of the planned curriculum.
Planning the curriculum involves decisions concerning many things. One of the important decisions made in
planning the curriculum is with the setting and achievement of learning objectives in the curriculum plan and,
determination of appropriate sequence in the learning process. The curriculum aim provides a basic orientation for
the curriculum planner.
As a rule however, it is too general to guide specific instructional actions, in the curriculum. The function of
the objectives is to specify the instructional actions. The major problem facing the curriculum planner is to establish
a consistent relationship between general goals on the one hand and specific objectives that guide teaching on the
other (David, 1980; Ronald, 1974; Mkpa, 1987; Onwuka, 1981; and Urevbu, 1985).
Factors that Affect Curriculum Planning
In all things done in life, including education, there are rules that govern such activities. Such rules set the
standards what is to be done and what cannot be done. Put simply, there are factors that affect curriculum decision
making. These factors regulate the actions of curriculum planners. Such factors are:a) National objectives, the society and culture as factors that can affect what is to be done and what cannot be
done in planning the curriculum. Others are the learners and the nature of knowledge (Onwuka, 1981;
Urevbu, 1985).
A major aspect of the curriculum planning relates to the organization of the content and learning experiences. In
essence, the question, usually is, will the focus on curriculum planning be on organization of curriculum content and
learning experience around subject areas; or around the problems of the learners? The task of organizing the
curriculum comes long after goals have been set, and content and learning experiences have been selected.
Scope in Curriculum Planning
When the curriculum planner has selected the subject matter and learning experiences, the next step in
curriculum planning is the organization. The task of organization involves decision-making in four main areas of
curriculum. Decision is taken on the scope of content and learning experiences to select and organize, the sequence of
organizing content and learning experiences; procedure for maintaining continuity; and ways of ensuring adequate
integration of content.
Scope
Traditionally the term scope in curriculum planning has been taken to mean coverage. That means -the
amount of subject matter to be covered in the class. Scope is best considered from two points of view: first as the
range of important ideas and principles to be learned and secondly as the level. This idea of content gives more useful
mental and other information as well as the ability lo develop and some useful competences in learners. Thus in
determining the scope of any subject for the curriculum, the curriculum planner should consider these two concepts
of scope.
Continuity in Curriculum Planning
The need to respect order to events and learning raises questions about how long certain events should be

allowed to continue. It entails consideration of the element of continuousness with which certain experiences shall
be scheduled in curriculum during consecutive period of lime. An example is the teaching of French (a foreign
language) for a period of four years. Continuity could also affect the continuousness pointed out earlier raises
questions about how long certain events should be allowed to continue? This is where sequence and continuity relate
to each other.
Robert Gagne (1965) the psychologist, listed four ways in which teachers can order learning. He stated that
learning activities are ordered according to types of learning involved. He believes that children learn the simpler,
more specific things first before more complex ones. Gagne ordered or sequcnced learning activities in this order.
1. Multiple discrimination -The student learns to make different responses to stimuli that are
similar in appearance. Children in kindergarten, for example, learn to tell the difference
between ihe letter "D11 and "B\
2. Content learning -The student makes a common response to a class of concept learning. The
student makes a common response to a class of stimuli. A student may learn for example to
classify or identify different types of literature or to recognise constant -vowel consonant
spelling patterns.
3. Principle learning -The student requires a principle, rule, or chain of concepts. The student
learns for example to predict what word will follow in a given sentence structure according to
rules for sequencing English.
4. Problem Solving -The student tries to compare two or more principles to produce a solution
and in the process acquires the capability to deal with future similar problems with greater
• facility.
In any curriculum plan, planning for continuity may be in three ways:a) For continuity in subjects.
b) For continuity between and among levels of schooling.
c) For continuity in experience for individual learners (Gagne, 1965).
Sequence in Curriculum Planning
The word sequence in curriculum planning refers to the order in which one event follows another event in
learning until the learner has achieved desired mastery of the learning content. It deals with the question "what is to
follow what among prescribed learning experiences? However, the established order of events in learning as pointed
out earlier raises questions about how long certain events should be allowed to continue. This is where sequence and
continuity relate to each other. Sometimes the smooth passage (continuity) is interrupted by gaps.
Principles for sequencing learning opportunities go back hundreds of years. For instance, Comenius in 1616,
admonished teachers to order activities from the simple to complex. The principle of "simple to complex" means
introducing learning activities involving a few factors before involving those with many factors. It also entails
going from a part to a whole or from few to more details. In education, it is often better to go from the familiar to the
unfamiliar. Learning activities that involve what the learner knows should come first before those he does not know. A
good example of sequence is the concept of BODAMS in arithmetic. Learning of subtraction and addition is following
by multiplication, division, of, and brackets in that order.
Integration in Curriculum Planning
Integration in curriculum is a response to the desire to make curriculum socially relevant and personally
meaningful to the learners. Those who urge the concept of integration in curriculum argue that if curriculum is to be
important and relevant to the learners, then such knowledge must represent realities. The main message of integration
in curriculum is the need for an inter-disciplinary approach in planning the curriculum. There are several examples.
The concept of integrated science and social studies are good examples.
In integrated science, for example students study science in such a form that the relationship of Chemistry,
Biology and Physics are explored particularly as it affects the learners' day to day living. The things that unite the
sciences are emphasized rather than seen as separate unrelated subjects.
Conclusion and Suggestions
A teacher's professional and personal characteristics, as well as his good qualities, make him a suitable
individual, the society has vested on him the autonomy to transform the lives of the young learners as well as the
society. By virtue of his education and training, he is expected to plan, organize, and implement all decisions for
the betterment of the populace. No responsible teacher can afford to be caught up in the web of planlessness, because
it is always wrought with disastrous consequences.
In planning the school curriculum, the teacher, as a professional planner has to ask himself the following

questions postulated by Merit (1974) if he wants to succeed thus:
a) "What shall I teach"? (Content).
b) "Whom shall I teach"? (Learners/Students).
c) "When shall I teach"? (Maturity, age range of the learners).
d) "How shall I teach"? (Methodology approach).
Answers to these intriguing questions will serve as determinants to the success (es) or failure(s) of both
the teacher and his pupils.
By pluralizing his teaching methods, the teacher will cater for the different categories of the individual
differences in the classroom, (namely, the brilliant, averagely brilliant and the backward students). Such a democratic
posture of the teacher makes learning very conducive for all the learners. Students would learn to be their
brothers/sisters' keepers, establishing a permanent relationship that cuts across all barriers.
When teachers strive to maintain a cordial and harmonious co-existence in the classroom setting, students
are not only exposed to living peacefully with their fellow mates, and teachers, but with the generality of the
populace. Teachers are therefore encouraged to employ a variety of pluralistic view points in their daily activities
with their pupils to serve as a checklist to malignant maladjusted behaviours commonly found within the school
environment.
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